Given an M x iV array of reals, we want to find a rectan- with an O(NM2) time solution, no progress on the sequential complexity has been reported to date. We give the first subcubic algorithm, by reducing the problem to "funny matrix multiplication", where the scalar product and addition in usual matrix multiplication are replaced by addition and max operations, respectively. We also give a faster e-approximation algorithm via the same reduction.
"We are given an M x N array of reals, and we must find the maximum sum contained in any rectangular subarray. What is the complexity of this problem?"
In the array of Figurel, the subarray bounded by the bold rectangle gives the maximum subarray, which has an array sum of 16.
We will assume without loss of generality that M 5 Takeshi Tokuyamat * Also, O(log N) time CREW parallel algorithm using NM'/ log N processors is known [ 181. There are several possible heuristic methods to compute an approximate solution efficiently for a "usual" input. Fisher et al. [9] study special cases and also some modified problems.
However, to the authors knowledge, no improvement on the O(NM*) upper bound has been done so far. On the negative side, only O(MN) trivial lower bound is known. Also, little theoretical study has been done on approximation algorithms with guaranteed performance.
In this paper, we first observe that a simple application of the divide-and-conquer strategy leads to a (1/2)-approximation algorithm, i.e., an algorithms that finds a subarray with its sum at least half the value of the optimal solution, whose running time is O(NM log M), Then, we apply the divide-and-conquer strategy again to a subproblem that arises from this approach.
This nested application of the divide-and-conquer strategy reduces the maximum subarray problem to the problem of computing the "funny matrix multiplication" of A4 x N and N x M matrices.
problems, that if each entry of the matrices is an integer with its absolute value bounded by Q then funny matrix multiplication can be done in 0( NWQ log Q) time, using the fast algorithm for usual matrix multiplication.
Given m x n and n x I real matrices A = (aii) and B = (bij), the funny matrix product A @ B is the m x 1 matrix C = (cij) with cij = maxi<k<,(aik+bkj array. Let g(x) b e a function on the database records, for example, the profit from the customer x (hence, possibly negative). In database query, the user can input (Age, Income) and a grid region R, and obtain g(R), which is the sum of g(x) over all records satisfying (Age(z),Income(z)) E R, using range query. Instead of the maximum subarray problem if S(&pproz) 2 of asking users to input R explicitly, it is useful that the (1 -e)S(ROpt).
system answers the grid region R in a given family of Rom now on, without loss of generality, we assume regions maximizing g(R) automatically. This operation that M = 2m and N = 2n are even numbers. We plays a basic role in the parametric optimization algo-regard the array as an array of pixels (squares) formed rithms for computing optimized association rules with by M + 1 horizontal and N + 1 vertical grid lines.
respect to several criteria in [ll, 12,16, 221 . The family The centermost horizontal (resp. vertical) grid line is of grid rectangles is a popular choice, because it is intu-called the center row sepamtor (resp. center column itive and easy to include in SQL framework, and thus, separator). The intersection of the center row separator we encounter the problem of finding the maximum sub-and the center column separator is called the center grid array.
point.
A rectangular subarray R is called row-centml
The maximum subarray problem also has a poten-(resp. column-centml) if its interior intersects the center tial application in computing discrepancy. The dis-row (resp. column) separator. R is called centml if it is crepancy of a point set P in a unit square with re-both row-central and column-central.
spect to a family X of regions in the unit square is In our divide-and-conquer approach, we will conmaxReX Jp(R) -pp(R)I, where p(R) is a measure of R, sider some variants of the maximum subarray problem, and pp(R) = IR n PI/IPI. Discrepancy with respect to where the following assumptions are imposed. We say the family of isothetic rectangles is a very important tool that a given array satisfies the centrality assumption if to evaluate quality of sample point generation methods every maximum subarray of the array is central. Simin Monte Carlo simulation, and several generating meth-ilarly, the row-centmlity (resp. cohmn-centrality)
asods of low-discrepancy sequences are known [17, 20, 21] . sumption states that every maximum subarray is rowComputation of discrepancy of a given point set is stud-(resp. column-) central. For each k, we construct a list AI~,~)() defined by one of these four parts, column central or row central.
- Combining the above key lemma with formulae 2.3, 2.4, and 2.1, we have the following corollary, from which we can obtain our main theorem by using formula 2.2: The matrices generated from the array of Figure 1 is illustrated in Figure 2 , so that the north-west part of the figure shows BNW, etc. For the figure, S(R,,t) = 16
is obtained as the sum of four circled entries. It seems difficult to design an exact algorithm with exponent less than 3 for the maximum subarray problem with this approach. Therefore, it is useful to design an efficient approximation algorithms.
+approximation algorithm
problem cannot be central.
and it is
First, we replace each entry less than -3K in divisible by (N + 1)" iff for all k, 29' -ci,k -dk,j 2 s.
BNW, BNE, BSW, and BSE with -oc. We next Hence, we find the largest such s by using binary multiply 4Q/K t o each entry, and round to its floor search, and if 29' -s is not smaller than -2Q', it gives integer. The modified matrices are denoted by BNW, maxk(ci,k -/-dk,j); otherwise, maXl,(ci,k •l-dk,j) = --oC.
iiN*, fisw, and 8 SE. These matrices are integral, and For the time complexity, see [3] . 0
the maximum absolute value of entries is 129, except --oc. Let Roppror be the rectangle corresponding to the Thus, applying the above lemma for Q' = 129, maximum entry of We can compute fiNW a1 BNE and Bsw a1 BSE, in O(~-l(logc-l)NMw-l) time, and hence, obtain the X appror = (BNW at BNE) + (BSW Of FE). maximum entry of Xapproz in additional O(NM) time.
The following lemma certifies that hppror gives This completes the proof of Lemma 2.1, and hence, the main theorem. Xappror whose value is more than (1 -E)z,,,, where
x,,, is the maximum value of Xappro+, we can re-R 0Pl is central.
compute only these entries exactly using O(NT) time, Proof:
If the maximum entry of X is negative, the and transform the approximate algorithm into an exact maximum subarray is not central, and we need to do one. Unfortunately, if we consider a chess board, and nothing. If it is positive, none of four additive terms con-put 1 + 6(p) for each black pixel p and -1 for each tributing to that entry is less than -3K, and the corre-white pixel, where 6(p) is a small noise, there may be spondingentryofX,ppro+ isatleast(4Q/K)S(R,pl)-4, q~2) entries in x approz each of which is larger than since the rounding loss is at most 4. The maximum
(1 -~)Gmlz. entry xmaz = iNW + isw + bNE + iSE (we omit subscript indices) of Xapproz is at most (4Q/K)S (R,,,,,) .
Concluding Remarks
Hence, (4Q/K)S(Ra,,,o,) 2 (4Q/K)S(R,,t) -4, and (1): An efficient approximation algorithm solving higher thus, S(R,t) -S(Rappror) < K/Q I a.
' dimensional maximum subarray problem would be Hence, it suffices to compute the maximum entry of very useful in application to both data mining and X appros. Th e o f '1 owing lemma is given in Alon et al. [3] . Monte-Carlo simulation. In data mining, the dimenThey consider min instead of max, and thus, we give an sion is practically low (say, less than 4); On the outline of the proof. other hand, in Monte-Carlo simulation, it may hap-LEMMA 3.3. Given a pair of N x N integral ma-pen that discrepancy in a high dimensional space cont&es whose maximum absolute value of the entries is terns'
We only have a naive extension to give an 
